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Alpha Customer Application Manual



Section 11 - Electrical Descriptions



1. Alpha 600 Converter Electrical Description



1.1System Block Diagram



The Block Diagram of Figure 1. 1 shows the major functional blocks of an Alpha 600 power supply. The AC line is fed into the RFI filter module which outputs AC to the boost converter. The boost converter converts the AC line voltage into a 370V DC bus. The boost converter has sensing elements and control circuits such that the current into the boost converter has the same waveform as the full wave rectified line voltage. Thus the input current to the power supply is directly proportional to the applied voltage with high power factor and low harmonic distortion. The boost converter charges a set of reservoir capacitors on the 370V DC bus. An inrush limiting circuit in series with the input AC line applies a series impedance to limit the magnitude of initial charging current into the PSU until the boost converter is running. The 370VDC bus is supplied to a forward converter which converts the DC into pulses of constant Volts x Time Product which are fed into the primary of the transformer. Alpha power supplies use a novel planar transformer design such that each transformer secondary is integrated into an output module. The output module is essentially a filter, converting the transformed voltage pulses into an “averaged” DC voltage. Regulation of the output voltage is by means of a “Magamp” which is effectively a variable time-delay switch, varying the duty cycle fed to the averaging filter of the module and hence the output DC voltage. The oscillator is based upon an accurate and highly stable ceramic resonator which supplies the 200kHz clock to the forward and boost converters. The flyback converter operating at 200kHz is a separate, low power power supply for the various .Primary sub control circuits and the fan. The protection latch is triggered by either an OVP condition in an output module or an over-temperature condition in the forward converter or boost connector to inhibit the forward converter, effectively shutting down the power supply. It can only be reset by removing power from the power supply for 10 seconds. (Note: the fan will continue to run until the auxillary supply stops).
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Figure 1.1 : Alpha 600 Block Diagram
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5 ALPHA 600 CONVERTER The Alpha 600 watt. consists of a base board with three plug-in units these boards are as follows: 1 Input filter 2 P.F.C. base board 3 P.F.C. control board 4 Forward converter board



PCB No. 11688 PCB No. 11875 PCB No. 11877 PCB No. 11876



Circuit diagram Circuit diagram Circuit diagram Circuit diagram



62145 62403 62405 62404



5.1 Input filter Circuit Diagram: 62145 The mains is connected to this board via three separate connectors, live, neutral and earth. It includes the mains input fuse and the RFI filtering for level B, namely input X cap. C105, common mode choke L102, differential mode chokes L101, L103, L105 & L104, Y caps. C101 and C106, and two further X Caps. C103 and C104. 5.2 PFC Base board CircuitDiagram: 62403 This is the mother board for the converters and contains input rectifiers, PFC power circuit and pcb connectors to receive the forward converter board, PFC control board and input filter. 5.2.1 Rectification, inrush limiting and control Circuit Diagram: 62403 Layout Drawing: 11875



Location: B2 and D3 Location: C9, C10, D9, E8-10



Input to this mother board is provided via the filter board and connected to a NTC thermistor R33 which is short circuited by RL1 when the initial in-rush surge is complete. Control of RL1 is by XU1A, B and their associated components. XU1A detects the presence of mains and changes the input of U1B accordingly. The relay driver transistor XQ10 will not pull in the relay until the boost voltage is greater than 85% of the peak mains input voltage. C11 acts as a memory of mains input during a line drop out or mains break such that if the input is low line (less than 170V a/c) then the relay will stay energised for approximately 70mS after a line break (full power). If the input was high line (greater than 180V a/c) before a line break then the relay will ‘drop out’ within 5mS. The consequences of this design means that following a mains break at low line there can be no guarantee of in-rush current if the input is greater than 170V a/c on returning, unless the break has been long enough for the unit to shut down. D16,17,18 and 19 perform the input rectification for the unit. 5.2.2



Auxiliary Supply



Circuit Diagram: 62403 Layout Drawing: 11875



Location: D5-8 and E5-8 Location: B7 and B10



The supplies for the control electronics and the fan is provided by a small flyback converter T1, TR2 and associated circuit. The operating frequency is 200KHz. TRI, R4,5,8,9,XR6, XD1and XD2 provide a start-up current for the flyback converter. XD5 and XD6 are the output rectifiers while C4 smoothes the output ripple. D3, C5, XR28, R15 provide snubbing for TR2. The flyback transformer also provides a fully isolated output (T2 winding) through the X option board if required for customer applications. Once the flyback is running it will continue to operate until the boost caps C1 & C2 discharge down to approx. 20 volts, which takes approximately three seconds after the input has been terminated.
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Thermal and short circuit fan protection



Circuit Diagram: 62403 Layout Drawing: 11875



Location: Location:



E6 B9



To ensure full thermal protection in the event of the fan being disconnected or jammed a circuit consisting of XQ11, XD22, XR37 and XR38 is used to inhibit the unit. This inhibit may latch and then can only be removed by re-cycling the mains input. XQ11 senses the fan current flowing, through R3 and if it is insufficient to generate a voltage to turn on XQ11 then the inhibit will operate via XD22 and XR39. XD22 will also operate the inhibit if the fan is short-circuited. 5.2.4 PFC power circuit Circuit Diagram: 62403 Layout Drawing: 11875



Location: Location:



B6-B9, C6-C9 B5-B9, C6-C8, D6-D8



The PFC power circuit is of a resonant switch boost topology which will generate less switching noise and produce a higher efficiency. L1 is the main boost choke and L2 is a ’turn-on’ resonant choke, D8 being the boost diode and TR7, 8 & 9 the main boost Fets. XQ3 & XQ4 are the drive transistors for the main Fets while XQ5 and XD7 provide gate drive for resonant switch TR6. D9 prevents reverse current from flowing through TR6 while D14 and R23 provide a reverse path for any energy ‘trapped’ in L2. C9, D10, 11 & 12 are the snubbing components for TR6 and TR7/8/9 during turn off. At the beginning of each cycle TR6 is turned on first and the current (if any) flowing in L2 is reduced to zero then D8 switches off. The potential at the anode of D8 then resonates to zero at which point TR6 is switched off and TR6, 7 & 8 switched on. During this period the potential across C9 is zero. As TR6 switches off, current is diverted through D11, D12 and C9 producing a slow rate of rise of voltage across TR6. The potential at the cathode of D12 increases until clamped at 370 volts by D10. At the end of the cycle TR7/8/9 are turned off and boost current is diverted through C9 and D10 resulting in a slow rate of rise of the potential across TR7/8/9. This is due to the reducing charge on C9. D8 clamps the rising voltage to 370 volts. The voltage across C9 is now zero and ready for the next cycle. R14 is a power resistor used to sense the current flowing in the circuit and feedback a voltage to the control board. C1,2 are the energy storage capacitors to provide energy during transients or a mains fail or brown out condition.



5.3 PFC Control board Circuit Diagram:



62405



This control board is surface mount technology and contains circuits for control of the PFC circuit, the synchronising pulse for the forward converter, inhibit and latch for both converters and the control for the flyback converter.



5.3.1 Auxiliary supply control Circuit Diagram: 62405 Layout Drawing: 11877



Location: Location:



D2 - 3 D4



Control of the flyback converter is performed by XU301 which is a standard current mode IC. Regulation is by control of the 15 volt auxiliary rail and current sense resistors XR7 & XR1 on the PFC base board. The operating frequency is 200KHz and is not synchronised to the other two converters.
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Master oscillator



Circuit Diagram: Layout Drawing:



62405 11877



Location: Location:



B2 - 3 C4



The operating frequency of the system is produced by CR301, XQ331, XU307 and XU310. CR301 is a 400KHz resonator buffered by XQ331, XR363 and XR354. This signal feeds into XU307A which divides the frequency by two and after being buffered by XU310 A,C & XQ333 leaves the control board and passes on to the forward converter board. XU307B produces a monostable pulse of approximately 1µS to synchronise the PFC converter to the forward converter. A zero level on the inhibit signal (J301-3) will close down the forward converter and, if XR383 is fitted, will also switch off the PFC circuit by clamping the reference on Pin 3 of the voltage amplifier XU302A.



5.3.3



Protection circuitly



Circuit Diagram: Layout Drawing:



62405 11877



Location: Location:



B9 - 10, C9 - 10 C4



XU303A & B with their associated circuits perform the over temperature, over voltage, latch functions and customer warning. J301-5 is connected to a thermal sensor which shows a significant increase in impedance when the PFC heatsink exceeds a given temperature, this results in the output of XU303A increasing which turns on XQ321 to warn the customer via the X option board that a thermal shut down is imminent. At the same time XC342 begins to charge and after 5mS XU303B latches and inhibits the converter(s). A thermistor on the forward converter operates the system in a similar way through J301 -1 by reducing the potential at J301-1 via a 2.2 Kohms (on PFC base board). In the event of an over-voltage in the output modules J301-1 will be reduced to zero without any impedance µS after the warning. which will inhibit the system approximately 300µ 5.3.4



PFC control circuit



Circuit Diagram: Layout Drawing:



62405 11877



Location: B6, C6, D2 - 10, E2 - 10, F2 - 10 Location: C6, D6



The PFC control circuit does not use a standard PFC IC but uses standard and discrete components. XQ306A/B, XQ308A/B, and XU308A/C/D/E/F form a buffer circuit between the control and the power FET gate drive. XQ309, XU308B, XR364, 365, 360, XD313 and XC333 detect when the anode voltage of D8 (power board) nates to zero so that TR6 can be turned off.



reso-



Over-voltage protection of the boost voltage is by XD305 (2.5V ref.), XQ303 and associated components. When the level is exceeded XD305 turns on XQ303A which resets the current amplifier (XU306B) to zero and Q303B which inhibits both the tum-on FETand the power FETS. XU304B is used to control the peak cycle by cycle boost current in the event of loss of control by the current loop during transient conditions. XU305B is used to generate a reset pulse for the sawtooth oscillator from the SYNCPFC signal. The sawtooth oscillator is generated by XQ302A, XD303, XR326 and XR310 charging XC313 with a constant current and reset is by XQ302B every 5µS. XU305A&D form a set/reset latch for the main power FETS, the latch is set by zero volts on the FETS and reset by either the pulsewidth modulator output (XU304A) or the cycle by cycle current limit. The voltage control loop is of conventional design for a PFC control circuit and consists of amplifier XU302A which compares a feedback from the 370 volt boost rail to a 5 volt reference (from the flyback control IC). Related components for the voltage control loop are XC303,4,5,6, XR302,3,4, XR370 and single turn potentiometer R301 to set the boost voltage. The output of the voltage control is used to adjust the sinusoidal reference for the current control loop by adjusting the output of the multiplier XQ301A and B. A rectified sinusoidal current waveform is fed into the multiplier through XR324 from the output of the rectifier bridge. This signal is multiplied by the voltage control to produce the reference for the current control amplifier XU306B. Current amplifier XU306B compares the generated reference with the current feedback which has been amplified by XU306A from the sense resistor in the PFC power circuit. The output of the current amplifier is then fed into the PWM circuit (XU304A) to be compared with the sawtooth oscillator. Amplifier XU302B limits the peak output of the multiplier such that as the mains input increases the maximum current demand is reduced.
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Forward Converter



Circuit Diagram No: 62404 PCB 11876 contains both control and power stages of a two transistor forward converter. The circuit converts the regulated DC bus voltage to high frequency AC which can then be stepped down through the main transformer. Control is a straightforward process that maintains a constant volts-time product of the pulses applied to the transformer which in turn supplies a steady average voltage to the output modules.



5.4.1



Power conversion section



Circuit Diagram: 62404 Layout Drawing: 11876



Location: Location:



B3 - 6



The two transistor converter is formed around power Mosfets Q201 & Q203, power transformer T203, and demagnetising diodes D201 & D202. The Mosfet gates are driven simultaneously from the control circuit. Q201 requires an isolated drive signal via T201 due to its floating source with respect to zero volts. C203/D204, C201/ D203 form switching aid networks, (snubbers) for Q203 and Q201 respectively. The capacitors C203 & C201 are ‘reset’ each cycle by resonant action with L201 via XD203-XD205. Current transformer T202 monitors transformer T203 primary current and feeds a proportional signal (1/100) to the control circuit. 5.4.2



Control section



Circuit Diagram: Layout Drawing:



62404 11876



Location: Location: C4-6



The control circuit is centred around the flip-flop/latch XU204C/XU204D which controls the Mosfet switching pulse width. The latch output (pin11) is inverted and buffered by XU203B-XU203E before passing through two transistor buffer stages, XQ206/XQ210 and XQ204/XU205. The latch is set (via XU204B) every 5uS by the rising edge of a synchronising pulse generated on the PFC control assembly, and automatically reset (via XR226) 2.5uS later by the falling edge of the same pulse. This sets the forward converter switching frequency to 200KHz with a maximum duty cycle of 50%. The cycle by cycle pulse width is controlled by XU205A, XU205B, and XU203F whose outputs take pin13 of XU204D low to reset the latch. XU205A detects primary current limit if the voltage across XR233/XR234 (which is proportional to primary current) exceeds the 2.5V reference generated by XU202. XU205B controls the volts-time product applied to the main transformer by monitoring the auxiliary winding. When the Mosfets tum-on, the voltage produced across the auxiliary winding charges XC206 (via XD213 & XR219/XR218) at a rate proportional to the DC bus level. When the voltage across XC206 reaches the 2.5V reference level, XU205B resets the latch. The time taken to reset the latch each cycle (Mosfet pulse width) is therefore proportional to the DC bus voltage. XC206 is discharged at the end of each operation by XQ203 which operates automatically when the power Mosfets turn off and the auxiliary winding voltage falls. XU203F provides a failsafe mechanism should the transformer auxiliary winding become open or short circuit rendering the normal pulse width control inoperative. When the control circuit provides a gate drive signal, XC204 begins to charge via XR217. Normally, the auxiliary winding voltage appears after a small delay via XR203A quickly discharges XC204. If the auxiliary voltage does not appear, then XC204 continues to charge until XU203F triggers 200-300ms whereby the latch is reset via XD216. XU201A and XU201B are protection functions which can hold the latch in a long term reset condition if required. XU201A detects the DC bus voltage, and only allows the converter to start operating when the DC bus is within the normal operating range of the converter. Once operating, XU201A will then inhibit the converter if the DC bus falls below this range. This function ensures that : (a) the PSU module outputs rise/fall sharply as the converter turns on/off (b) when the converter is operating there is always sufficient voltage supplied to the modules to achieve a regulated output. XU201B monitors the control circuit auxiliary supply voltage and holds the latch in a reset state if the auxiliary supply is too low to drive the power Mosfets reliably.
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The detection point for XU201B (pin 5) can also be pulled low by either XQ211 or XU203F (via XD216). This has the effect of inhibiting the converter for a short time determined by the charging rate of XC208 via XR212 which produces a’hiccup’mode of operation. XQ211 operates if the transformer primary current sensed across XR233/XR234 increases beyond the normal threshold of XU205A which can occur during abnormal/fault conditions. XQ202 monitors the transformer auxiliary waveform and delays the next synchronising pulse (via XU204A) if the transformer has not ‘reset’ from the previous cycle. XQ207 serves to clamp the transformer windings at the end of each cycle to prevent stray energy flowing to the output modules. The clamp is energised by XQ209 as the auxiliary winding voltage falls and is turned off by XQ208 before the Mosfets switch on. Thermistor R201 (mounted on the converter heatsink) operates XQ201 if the heatsink temperature becomes too high, and signals the PFC control assembly via, XR241 & connector J201.
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